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Keep your heart open
Love is a song
That never gets old
Are you still singing?
Love is a story
Meant to be retold
And I’m still writing..
Love is a gift
Open hearts can hold
So don’t stop believing!
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Tulips & Roses
Tulips and roses
In fields of hope
Helping each other
To learn and cope

Love for every season
In a fusion of colors
Flowers to remember
Each decade of ours

🌷
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Stargazers
In the beginning
with eyes smiling
The most wonderful
of all greetings
The magical
unforgettable
Famous first words
of a great love story
Like the opening
of a favorite melody
Inviting the heart
to dance again
with the memory
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Dear Bud
Dear bud
Now a rose
How lovely you look
Holding flowers and holding hands
As you vow to have and to hold

Here’s a wish
On golden wings
Now and for always
With a prayer into your hearts
May your love bloom steadfast
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Joyful Music
Faith on Bass
Hope on Rhythm
Love on Lead

The harmony
Of joyful music
In my heart

Poetry Books
MUSICAL HEART
Tune into the wonder
Poems for Music Lovers
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Sweethearts
The angel and the knight
True love is their story
They shine together
A romance forever

Hearts that made a home
Exceptionally cozy
Heartwarmingly open
With beautiful children

Their faith is contagious
Both equally friendly
Two authentic people
One extraordinary couple
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Fantasy Castle
Build me a castle
Up there in the sky
Where we can meet
Even after goodbye
With fantasy elements
From the journey to earth
In a futuristic setting
For our interstellar perch
An open architecture
That reflects my heart
And most of all my darling
Make it your best work of art
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Legends
Love eternal
Born from a dream
Inspired by legends
Promised with a ring

Love eternal
Infinitely beautiful
God makes possible
A new legend to tell

🌷
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Together
Looking over the years
since we first met
Love is the greatest blessing to celebrate

Thanking the stars
that brought us together
Today is festive with the hope of tomorrow

Poetry Books
FINDING THE VISTA POINT
Seeing beyond the scenery..
Illuminations of the heart
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Love at first sight
He still makes the sun rise
through any cloudy sky
And when she smiles, he’s the reason why
Though many seasons have passed
There’s joy in her heart
And all that she feels
When she looks in his eyes
Still feels like that very first time

There are many memories
And promises to keep
But all that they feel
Still holds the splendor
The magic of that very first time
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She still is the sweetness
in love songs he hears
And when he smiles, she’s the reason why
Though life can give and life can take
There’s hope in his heart
And all that he feels
When he looks in her eyes
Still feels like that very first time

There are many memories
And still more dreams
But all that they feel
Still holds the splendor
The magic of love at first sight
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Galactic Dreamers
Not just when
The moon is full
With the stars
Shining all around
But if you ever
Need a friend
A sunny kiss
Or a sparkle
From beyond
There’s someone
Thinking of you
Still dreaming
On a cloud
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So if you are
That kid
Who knows
The magic
Of these words
Hold on to the dream
Let your love shine on

Poetry Books
ON ROSE PETAL WINGS
The butterfly returns to the garden
Reflections from a woman’s heart
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Bright Anniversary
The lamp you lit
When you said I do

On that beautiful day
With roses and retinue

Was not just a light
For the two of you..

From that day on
Your love has been

A shining light
For all of us too
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And through the years
We learned from you

How two hearts make
One flame continue

As your love-light glows
Into the years ahead too

May God abundantly
Bless both of you

💞
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A Modern Miracle
Beautiful souls
Like water before
Now wine together

Chosen vessels
Of love overflowing
Sweeter and stronger

A modern miracle
Of happily ever after
In the hands of the Master
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Red Rose
She’s blossoming with new love
Looking brighter each day now

Red rose with the gifted heart
Layers of beauty opening out

Radiant with that blissful smile
She’s met her first Valentine

Poetry Books
RADIANT ROSES
Let it bloom.. and see what joys may come
A lovely keepsake for any occasion
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Bubbly
You’ve got a certain bubbly in your voice
A joyful tone with a sparkle in your eyes

You’re in love again
And she’s the one

Your heart is blazing like the sun
With hope to share with everyone

💞
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Cards
Two letters
Etched together
Hearts of glitter
Touched with gold

Blue letters
On pink paper
Roses sketched
And verses found

Someone special
Is going to blush
The best cards
Are made with love
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Divine California
New blossoms on cherry trees
Wildflowers in the spring breeze

Clear skies over velvet hills
Berries rich with summer’s kiss

Pink leaves touched with flame
Fall reds glistening after the rain

Moonlit canvas on peaks of snow
Rosy clouds wrapped in winter-glow

A secret admirer in the form of nature
With Valentines crafted by the Creator
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Blue & Gold
From golden hills
To golden sands
By God’s grace
Around ocean blue
Let me make
My home with you
Always in a sunny place

Poetry Books
CALIFORNIA SERENADE
Sunshine & Sparkle
A scenic tour of the Golden State
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Love Letter
Love wrote you a letter
In a field of pretty colors
Dazzling in the morning sun
Rising above the shadows

The note to remember
A single long-stem rose
That says in every season
Cherish the heart you chose

💞
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L for Love
Lily in the lotus grove
When I think of love
I think of you
We were planted by the Light
Close together by design
Our colors
Pink and white
Blending
Like our dreams
With time
When our hearts beat as one
We can always find the sun
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The Gems
Dazzling fragments
Of brilliant moments
Golden threads
And silver linings

The gems we cherish
Parts of a journey
Pieces of a masterpiece
Not so random after all

Perhaps the best part
Of falling in love
Is having best friends
To share it all
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Sunny Valentine
Let me bask in your smile
On the lush hills of time
Your hand reaching for mine
I love you sunny valentine

Poetry Books
ENCHANTED BAY AREA
The magic of Golden State North
Nature Inspired Poems
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The Romantics
Roses on the piano
Accompanied by a note
The best dedication
Hopeless romance ever wrote

Sometimes great love
Unabridged from the heart
Is the greatest foundation
For a friendship to last
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The Fairgrounds
Requests on the air
From anonymous sources
Giggling girls
And boys carrying roses

Friendly cupids
With romantic rumors
Of new couples
And secret admirers

Candy swirls
And sweet promises
Shy looks
And candid whispers
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Simple gifts
That feel like treasures
A carousel
Of grand gestures

Hope on a ride
From happy encounters
The fairgrounds buzzing
With young love’s adventures

💞
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Souvenirs
Whispered wishes
Like invisible souvenirs
Kept among good friends

One day long after
Unwrap the magic
And cherish the laughter

Poetry Books
SPARKLE FOREVER
Friendship Unlimited
Celebrate the timeless and best
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Walk with me
Walk with me
not just for a while
Walk with me
one day down the aisle
Walk with me
on the journey of life
I’m falling in love
not just with your smile

🌷
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A Love Song
I think it is..
The most romantic scene
Between a boy and a girl
That I have seen
More than teddy bears
And ruby red roses
Chocolate hearts
And all such things
She was blushing
In the parlor
When he played
The one he wrote for her
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Love & Be Loved
How blessed
We are
To love
& be loved
For love is
God’s work
In our hearts

🌷
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Thanksgiving
When faith grows
Love blossoms
all around
Like flowers
on the trees
Hearts go on
drawing strength
from each other
And the harvest multiplies
How beautiful
is this orchard
we share
Thank you
for the flowers
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In your story
on every page
may love be with you
from age to age

💖SF
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